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$rrmm¿¡y

The appearance of bubbles u¡ed for flow visualisation a¡ound bluff bodies in a wind
tunnel ic illuatrated. It is demonstrat¿d that the large dia¡neter and low density properties
of bubble¡ could enable them to be us€d to repreeent raindropc in a wind tunnei.

Introduction

The production, in recent yeañr, of soap bubble generators able to produce
a controlled flow of bubbles of va¡iable diameter has been usefi¡l for flow-
visualisation and for ttre measurement of velocities, the latter by stroboscopic
methods. Randall has demonstrated the use of bubbles, for monitoring air
motions inside livestock buildings [1]. The representation of raindrop
trajectories around mode! buildings in a wind tunnel has hitherto been par-
ticularly difñcult requiring as it does a particle several times larger tåan-a
raindrop but only two to three times the density of air [2]. Such a simulation
would enable regions of high rain impaction rates on buildings to be identiñed
and would be useful for testing remedial measures intended to control the
rain impaction. For the general problem of rain penetration, however, the
arnount of water reaching a building surface is only one component in a
series of factors that cause water to bridge the shell of the building[3]. The
meteorological conditions at tàe site of the buildinB, the design and assembly
of the building all have a part to play. only the wind and raindrop trajectories
a¡e amenable to "whole-building" modelling in a wind tunnel. In the longer
term it might be possible to classify the type of wind, tu¡bulence and rain
environment that exists at different parts of a building which in tum could
determine some of the parameters necessary for the testing of full size building
components.

The bubble generator

The bubble generator used in the following tests is retailed by Armfield
Engineering Limited, Model F 11. A sketch of the head is shown in Fig. 1.
It consists of three concentric tubes, the central tube carrying for example
an ai¡ or helium supply, the middle tube a special soap solution and the outer
tube aù. Needle valves control the rates of flow in the tubes and tåe manufac-
tu¡ers claim that the diametærs of the bubbles can be varied from 1.5 to 6 mrr
and that thei¡ lifetimes are at least 30 seconds.

Flow visualisation

Figures 2 and' 3 show the familiar pattern of flow, ma¡ked out by bubblea,
round a model representing a tall slab building (see for example penwarden
and wise lal ). The vortex flow in front of the tall block is evident and for
Fig. 3, where the block is raised on pillars, the etrong f,ow underneath is ehown
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exhausting into the turbulent wahe behind the block. These photographs wetre

taken in ttre Environmental Wind Tunnel at the Building Resea¡ch Station,
Ga¡ston.

A cine or video-tape record of these flows produce streak lines from which
velocities can be measured. Difficulties arise, of course, where the bubbles
have a component of motion towards or away from the carnera but by looking
at a sufficient number of shots and ananging a narrow plane of illumination
the mærimum velocities can be determined.

Some unavoidable distortion in the flow pattem must occur when the
bubbles enter a region of highly shea¡ed flow because centripetal and lift forces
prevent the bubbles penetrating deeply into ttre region [51. On the illustrations
shown, however, this does not seem to be a problem except perhaps in the
closed vortex.

Ai¡ I
Bubble solution 2-9cm

Air or helium

Air or helium

Bubblo solution

Fig. 1. Sketch of the bubble generator head.

Fig. 2. Flow visualisation, using bubbles, in a wind tunnel.

Modelling-equations for representing raindrops in a wind tunnel

Figure 4 shows tåe forces acting on a spherical raindrop in a cun¡ed and
sheared flow. The forces acting are: Gravity, G o (p d - p ¿, ) d3 g, lnertia,
Io (pa-p¡,) d3 u2¡l,Drag,D o p¡4dz Cs,Lift,Lo Vrd2 \/Vld), where
V = ur velocity, u = drop velocity, V, = V - u = drop velocity relative to air,
p¡ = air density, p¿ = drop density, d = drop diameter, I = geometric length,
and Cp = drag coefñcient.
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Fig. 3. Flow visualibation round a model representing a tall slab building raised on pillan.
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Fig. 4, Forces acting on a raindrop.

The expression for the lift is a scaled version of ttrat given by Morsi and
Alexander [6].

For the accurate modelling of drops in a wind tt¡nnel tàe ratios of the forces
must be the s¡me as on the full scale. Using a subscript m to denote the model,
the following conditions are derivable.

From the ratio of the inertia to gravity forces and the relation for equal
trajectoriea,i.e. VrlV = V*rlV^, there results
(VlV^)z = IlIm (1)

This means, for example, that if the model buildinæ were 1/100 th of the full
scale and V = 10 m/s then V- would have to be 1 m/s.

since the drag coefñcient va¡ies with Reynolds' number this must be the
same in both cases, thus v.d = v.-d-. combining this with the ratio of the
inertia to drag forces gives

(p¿- - p¡-)lbd-pn) =(dld^11 (21

and

úlT^ = d^ld (g)
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Relations (1), (2) and (3) are the same as those given by Flower and Lawson
[2] . In addition the ratio of the inertia to lift forces, not considered by
Flower and Lawson, also produces equation (3). Though these lift forces a¡e
not important at full scale it is not immediately obvious that bubbles at
model scale would not be subject to lift forces, hence destroying the scaling.
Merzkirch [5] shows that large particles in a vortex can form stable rings
with a balance between centripetal and lift forces. However, ttre fact that
equation (3) is satisfred for the lift forces clea¡s this possible problem. Figure
5 sets out equations (2) and (3) graphically. By way of example it lllm = 100
then, referring to Fig. 5, the model drop would have to be 10 times ttre dia-
meter of a full scale drop but only about twice the density of air. The suit-
ability of bubbles to meet these scaling relationships will now be discussed.
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Fig. 5. Model scaling for simulating raindrops in a rind tunnel.

Experirnental results from the bubble generator

The effect of the flow rate settings of ttre bubble generator on the diameters
(d- ) and the corresponding densities (pa- ) of the bubbles had to be found.
In all the tests the bubbles were filled wittr ai¡. Diameters were meaÁiured for
some of the bubbles by collection on paper and for others by photographing
them falling in still air. The an¿rngement for üre photographic techniquã is -
shown schematically on Fig. 6. A double reflection, one from the rea¡ inside
face and one from the front su¡face of the bubble, shows up on üre photo-
graphs as can be seen on Fig. 7. Where the light sourrce, bubble and camera lie
in the same plane the two reflections line up horizontally. The projected dis-
tance between the two reflections was found using a travelling micioscope.
This distance was then conected for ttre parallax enor introduced by thã fact
that the bubbles were closer to ttre camera than the scale markings. Lefting
tåe corrected distance be s' the diameter of a bubble is then given uy
d^ = s'lsin(î12)

where d is the angle between tåe light source and the cÍrmera (see Fig. 6). Not
all the diameters were measured in this way and on average the dia¡neters
measured by collection on paper were 0.35 mm greater üran tt¡ose measured
photographically.

For determining the densities of the bubbles it was necessaty to ñnd ¿¡eir
terminal velocities. This was done for some of the bubbles by using strobo -
scopic illumination of 100 Hz giving bubble t¡acks as shown on Fig. ?. Making
due allowance for parallax eÌrors, ttre densities of ttre bubbles were then founã
by combining the diameter and terminal velocit5r data with the relation between
the drag and gravity forces acting on üre bubbles. The relation is

'1, p ¡ d?" n fr Cs - tla (p¿- - o¡l dt^ ß g

Th"I" yr is the terminal velocity. cp ie a function of Reynolds' number and
the SchillarNauman [?] expression was used for t]ris:

4]hg pytdins Servicec Rerearch
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co =H (1 + 0.15 ¡¿ 0'68?¡

where Re = V¡d^lv and v is the kinematic viscosity of air (=1.466 X 10-s m2/s).
[n general the Reynolds' numbers of the bubbles were less than 500.

The terminal velocities of the bubbles, whose diameters were estimated by
collection on paper, were found by timing their fall in still air with a stopwatch.
Though this stopwatch-paper method was not so accurate as the photographic
technique a larger variation of bubble size was covered. Both sets of results are
presented on Fig. 8 where the shaded area represents the results from the
stopwatch-paper method and the dots from the photographic method. The
vertical lines on Fig. 8 are drawn from equations (2) and (3) and where the
lines intersect the shaded area an accu¡ate modelling of raindrops in the wind
tunnel is possible.

Scale

Eubblc Camera

arc lemp
and a

flashing rate of IOOHz)

Fig. 6. Schematic arrangement for photographing freely falling bubbles.
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Fig. 7. Stroboscopic illumination of bubbles falling in still air, for the measurer¡ent of
their diameters and densities. Vertical distance between rectangular marking:r is 20 cm
but, due to parallar<, this i¡ 17. 1 cm in the plane of the bubble¡. The illumin¡tion
frequency ic 100 Ha
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Fig. 8. Bubble diameters and corresponding densities produced by a commercially
available bubble generator. The vertical lines (see text) give the requirements for the
accurate modelling of raindrop trajectories in a wind tunnel.

Discussion

It is clear that the largest raindrops tbat can be modelled with these bubbles
have a diameter of about 1 mm. According to Best [8] such a diameter covers
the drops that carry the greatest volume of water in a period of light contin-
uous rain i.e. excluding thunderstorms and very heavy rain. This limitation is
being overcome by building a bubble generator designed at the National
Institute of Agricultural Engineers [1] which can produce bubbles with up to
several centimetres diameter.

From Fig. 8 it is evident that where the diarneter of the bubble drops below
about 3 mm a large variation in density is possible and to cope with this in
the wind tunnel it will be necessary to develop a method of monitoring the
bubbles before their release into the airstream.

Finally, on the "catchment" of bubbles on buildings, a possible technique
is to study the trajectories on video-tape (briefly mentioned by Flower and
tawson [2] ). This would be quite a tedious method and an altemative might
be to cover the surface of the building by absorbent sections which could
then be weighed. The bubble solution used would allow this since it has a
very low rate of evaporation. The testing of the efficacy of rain shielding
attachments to buildings should be quite straightforward though allowance
will have to be made for the increased size of the raindrops at model scale.
The validity of all these techniques, however, must await experimentation.
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